
	  
	  
Project Zed 
Character Profiles, Plot Teaser and Scene Extracts 
 
 
CHARACTER PROFILES 
 
Part 1 
Name: A168NPR (his prison number: his real name is not disclosed)  
Character’s Function: Lead role. Appears in all scenes 
Gender: Male  
Age: 30s (20s in flashbacks) 
Accent: English, any considered, though could be regional Lincolnshire/midlands inflected with MLA 
(multicultural London accent)   
Character Traits: He is resigned but wary, speaks his mind, and knows how to look after himself. For much for 
the play he is suffering memory loss and physical discomfort, though his humour and bravado come through. 
Background: Originally a lab assistant with a reputation as a tech genius, he turned whistleblower. He is 
recovering from cryostasis and mysterious medical treatments whilst incarcerated.    
 
Part 2 
Name: Zanco 
Character’s Function: Supporting role. Zanco is A168APR’s A.I. device.  
Gender: Male 
Age: indistinct 
Accent:  UK or American; intonation may at times sounds artificial. 
Character Traits: Chirpy. Initially straight-edged, Zanco’s programming becomes corrupted after which assists 
A168NPR to escape.  
Background: Zanco is a ’Personal Probation Assistant’. He is named by A168NPR, in reference to the tiny mobile 
phones which are known to be smuggled into UK prisons.  
Notes: this character draws on the history of A.I. in sci-fi, machines with human-like or enhanced intelligence, 
from Hal in 2001 Space Odyssey to Holly in Red Dwarf, which help or hinder the characters.  
 
Part 3 
Name: Captain X 
Character’s Function: Supporting role The ‘bad guy’ in the story. 
Gender: Male 
Age: approx. 50s (40s in flashbacks) 
Accent:  Received Pronunciation or well spoken regional British  
Character Traits: In younger years he is grandiose, in older years he has lost some of his arrogance but is no less 
astute  
Background: The architect of Project Zed, Captain X is both a scientist and a corporate man. He has served in 
the military, built up a reputation, and now runs his lab, developing green energy and clean air exports, in the 
service of the Corporation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 
PLOT TEASER 

 
A man wakes up in a safehouse, the wind buffeting the tin roof. It is the UK in 2069. He is Outside, in a toxic 
landscape of farmland and poor communities. Though his memory is stilted, he knows two things: his prison 
number and that has made his way out from Inside the Dome, a rich high-tech, high-surveillance megacity. 
Battered and confused from his experience in Dome Corp’s prison system, “I didn’t escape” he says, “I got 
released”.  
 
As prisoner A168NPR relays his story to his rescuer Rose, he begins to piece together his memories and 
nightmares: flashbacks to horrific medical operations, secret bio-technology labs and heavy handed security. 
Are his memories of prison real? Who was he before he was incarcerated? Did he really manage to hack his 
‘personal probation assistant’? Who he can trust? His aching body seems to hold the key to a complex 
conspiracy at the heart of Dome Corp.  

 
 

SCENE EXTRACTS 
 
6. A168NPR’S APPARTMENT 
 
A168NPR is asleep in his one-room apartment, fighting a nightmare. It’s a cramped space, high tech and 
everything multifunctional. An alarm is sounding, rising in insistence. 
 
ZANCO Good morning A168NPR. Wakey-wakey.  
 
A168NPR [Gasping] What? Where am I? 
 
ZANCO Home sweet reintro-home. Apartment 1731, floor 31, Tower H. Nightmare number 26 

logged and reported.  
 
A168NPR Groaning. You’re reporting my dreams now?? 
 
ZANCO Failure to do so will result in a recall. Rise and shine! 
 
A168NPR I could really do with another 10 minutes, Zanco.  
 
ZANCO Your McSupplement is getting cold.   

 
Shuffles out of bed and over to his breakfast.  
 
A168NPR OK, OK.  
 
A168NPR starts eating. 
 
A168NPR Mmm dry protein. Yum. God, this stuff is disgusting. It’s hardly a McMuffin… 10 years is 

a long time. 
 
A168NPR suddenly cries out in pain. 
 
A168NPR Ow! Zanco: search side pain please.  
 
Zanco’s scanner, beeps. 
 
ZANCO I am scanning the lower abdominal area. No problems detected.  
 
A168NPR Man, I don’t know why. I’m pissing razor blades at the moment.  



 
ZANCO No problems detected. We are scheduled to leave for work in ten mins. Please make 

yourself ready.  
 
A168NPR Ok, I’m on it. Always the same routine. Always the same… 
 
ZANCO Today’s air quality rating is -6. Use of breathing apparatus recommended.    
 
A168NPR Oh-one-two-one Zanco.  
 
-- 
 
13. THE PRESENTATION (FLASHBACK/MEMORY) 
 
A large high-tech event room. A crowd of the rich and powerful is assembled, background chatter. We are with 
A169NPR in the crowd. As Captain starts to speak, voices quieten down.  
 
CAPTAIN X Welcome! Welcome to those joining us today, in person and virtually. Welcome to 

Dome Corp.  
 
 I am delighted to announce today our landmark discoveries, which represent not just 

major scientific progress, but a triumph of the $55m investment we have received so 
far – on which we have been able to offer 25% returns.  

 
Crowd applauds. 
 
CAPTAIN X The single biggest problem facing us as a society is pollution. We live on a toxic planet 

and life expectancy is falling. But together we have found a solution.  
 
 Eight years ago we discovered a plant enzyme, which we have genetically manipulated 

to consume carbon. Our patented trees are now providing the whole Dome with clean 
air. We are also world-leaders in organ transplant and age reversal technologies.  

 
Crowd applauds. 
 
CAPTAIN X With your investment, we can maintain this global influence in this sector and beyond. 

Over to my colleague Dr Rose McIntyre. 
 
-- 
 


